
 

AUTOMATIC GATES NOISE TRANSFER 

 

‘What should we do to avoid noisy systems?’ This is often asked when it is too late! 

 

Noise transfer is a big issue that good design should have avoided where able. Many 

years of experience has taught us to be careful and mindful of user and bystander needs 

and noise transfer can be unbearable for people living or working near the system. 

 

Why is that? We have identified three of the more common noise issues 

 

1st  Transfer (sound transferred by direct connection and amplified at a point  

 removed from the system) 

 

2nd  Local (sound caused by the operation of the system within its vicinity) 

 

3rd  Traffic or user (traffic or user noise, revving engines, slamming side gates, etc.) 

 

Systems have had to be removed and re-installed due to direct noise transfer, in most 

cases where there is above ground connection to a building 

 

  
 

Fixing to a building with accommodation to the sides or above is the most common 

problem and noise transfer has been known to travel a number of floors before it has 

become a real issue. 

 

  
 



In most cases where an installation is to be fitted next to a building, we suggest that the 

system is installed so that it is free standing and does not connect to the building in any 

way. Often sharing the same foundations or an adjoining foundation has been fine, but if 

there is any real doubt and a barrier can easily be added between each, then it would be a 

wise addition. However such counter measures must not detract from the strength and 

function of any ground track or support posts security or operational performance. 

 

  
 

Local noise is often addressed by the installer and policed by the customer accordingly, 

with numerous counter measure employed (rubber wheels, dampers, buffers and soft 

stops or stopping, etc.) 

 

Excessive traffic noise is unusual and often due to the location and type of users. Traffic 

calming can become beneficial as well as system management (timed access etc.) 

 

  
 

Slowing vehicles down has many benefits and noise reduction is one of them. Reducing 

the opening width or adding a speed hump are simple examples of what can be done. 

 

Every day work is undertaken to make installations more user friendly & keep locals 

happy! 
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